Qatar, who had beaten Hong Kong earlier, will take on Saudi Arabia tomorrow.
Manchester City's David Silva (right) scores the team's second goal during the Premier League match against Crystal Palace in London yesterday.

Manchester City eased their struggle to finding winning formula after narrowly avoiding a 1-0 loss to Wolves at Molineux, and were aware that they had been awarded.

Newcastle for a 1-0 win while Manu

City beat in-form Palace 2-1 with Silva goals from Kyle Walker and Danilo Silva but rarely turned to winning ways in

Leicester both won to underline their spark. Roy Keane's side beat Burnley 1-0 to

the deadlock for Frank Lampard's Chelsea.

Chelsea 2-1 with Newcastel 64th minute with Yeovil's Jonathan lashed a late second from substitute Gylfi Sigurdsson gave Everton the three points which they had fought hard for.

Tottenham Hotspur narrowly avoid yet another damaging defeat while Chelsea and Manchester United are just one point after they were

beaten a rout.

F A Cup clash abandoned due to涉嫌racist behaviour of fans

an alleged racist behaviour of fans.

English FA Cup - Fourth qualifying round

an alleged racist behaviour of fans.
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Tottenham manager Quique Sanchez Flores (right) speaks to the assistant referee during the Premier League match against Crystal Palace at London, England yesterday.

FOOTBALL

var very subjective, says Watford's Sanchez Flores

Luis Muriel and Lazio captain Ciro Immobile stunned in a thrilling 3-3 draw that saw the Romans bounce back after a rotten run, including a 7-2 defeat to Munich and a 3-0 loss to Brighten-

City fi nd winning formula as Spurs struggle

Woodford

it was an important three points for us, Guardiola praised his make-

Winches

forward Bernard and a late second from substitute Gylfi Sigurdsson gave Everton the three points which they had fought hard for.

 seventeen goal book.

the 64th minute with Yeovil's Jonathan lashed a late second from substitute Gylfi Sigurdsson.

Munich.

Aston Villa 2 (Grealish 45+2, "It's very distressing. The stuff that's been happening especially is disgusting, I think V AR is helping football but

Woodyatt/West Ham 0 (Tielemans 74)

Burnley 1 (Wood 26)

Everton 2 (Bernard 17, Sigurdsson 90+2)

Verona 0 (Manuel 79)

City 2 (Jesus 39, D. Silva 41)

City 2 (Jesus 39, D. Silva 41)

Loizou told Haringey.

Yeovil

"I was thinking V AR is something, it's very subjective, starting to think it's very subjective," Sanchez Flores said on Twitter.

and get a stand together..."

"The players and I decided..." San-

"I don't care." Sanchez Flores said.
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**Di Maria, Mbappe guide PSG past nine-man Nice**

ATLETICO HAD GOTTEN A COMFORTABLE 1-0 lead against their arch-rivals Barcelona, but their players were determined not to let anything related to an injury to Diego Costa ruin their day.

The forward, who was substituted at half-time, was clearly in pain and was taken off on a stretcher to the dressing room.

Atletico continued to dominate the possession and create chances, but couldn't find the back of the net for the second consecutive game with 10 men.

However, the game took an even more dramatic turn when the referee, after consulting the VAR, awarded a penalty against Atletico for a tackle on a Nice player.

The penalty was converted by Angel Di Maria, who raced on to a first-pass from Ipurua before teeing up Gabriel Jesus to score his ninth goal of the season.

The forward, who has four goals since the start of the year, sealed the win for Nice as they defeated Atletico 2-0.

The victory, which puts Nice in second place, continues their impressive run of form.

**********

**RESUMEN**

La Liga

**Griezmann, Messi, Suarez on target for Barca; Atlético held**

Barcelona lost ground after a late Parejo free-kick cancels out first half Costa penalty

La Liga

Barcelona's 'MSG' strike force were too strong for Atletico Madrid as they claimed a 2-0 victory on the road.

Griezmann has four goals since the start of the year.

The tourists were looking for their fourth straight victory over a team in the bottom half and they got off to a perfect start when Anillita made a foul.

The resulting free-kick was taken by Angel Di Maria, who raced on to a first-pass from Ipurua before teeing up Gabriel Jesus to score his ninth goal of the season.

The forward, who has four goals since the start of the year, sealed the win for Nice as they defeated Atletico 2-0.

The victory, which puts Nice in second place, continues their impressive run of form.
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All Blacks, England set up blockbuster semi-final

We wanted to play the game at our pace not theirs, and we did that in the second half.

A pretty try double in the second quarter by England's Owen Farrell helped lift the Three Lions on their way to victory.

The performance was widely praised, with former England head coach Matt计算机 saying Japan were playing a "unique" brand of rugby.

"The players have really taken over," said Farrell of the lead-up to the match.

"It's really a good time as a coach because when you feed them their team ball and confidence is back.

Joe Schmidt and Anthony Watson were both credited for their impact on the game.

"Joe [Schmidt] is a great coach," said Watson. "He knew exactly what to expect from the opposition.

"We knew exactly what to expect from the opposition, so we were well-prepared".

Owen Farrell's penalty kick in the second half of the game sealed England's victory and moved them into the World Cup semi-finals.

But Japan's Ryohei Yamanaka came in at the last minute and scored a tries to keep the game close, but it was not enough.

"We did what's needed. We put Ireland on the board before Beauden Barrett went over for their seventh and final try.

"Wales have developed more than any other country and teams in the tournament.

"They are good at putting more boot to ball, putting more pressure on the opposition, and they are good at turning the tide of the game.

"I know that is what the people here and the opposition want to see from their team.

"I know that is what the people here and the opposition want to see from their team.

"I know that is what the people here and the opposition want to see from their team.

"I know that is what the people here and the opposition want to see from their team.
First five Yankees batters hit runs against award candidate Verlander

Yankees strike vs Astros, stay alive in AL playoffs

**New York, United States**

The offensive explosion roused the home team as the Astros combined to make the end of the ninth inning maddening for the Yankees.

"Anybody can do it one time," Hicks said. "It's a type of stuff that I need. It's a more range of motion. That's why I'm able to do a lot more movement in the body for making this possible."

"I don't think I need to go home," he added.

**The offensive explosion roused the home team as the Astros combined to make the end of the ninth inning maddening for the Yankees.**

**New York, United States**

The Astros host game six on Tuesday night with the potential to stop them.

"I'm just excited for where he could go," Hicks said of his toe injury. "I'm hoping it gets better to where I can help the team."
Marquez secures his first pole at Japan MotoGP

The main target is to finish in the podium. Then if I feel OK, try to fight for the victory

The news that the main target of Gvozdyk’s boxers in the Tokyo Olympics was gold, or at least silver, will be welcomed by the experts at the event, who can expect to see the best boxers in the world come together to compete.

The International Olympic Committee (IOC) is considering a plan to move the 2020 Games underwriting events to happen on the same day as the boxing matches, due to concerns about the impact of the event.

Although 8 clubs still did not agree to participate in Tokyo 2020, officials seems to have already been advised to keep the event "as much as possible".

"This is a very big event, it seems to be the most important," said Tokyo vice governor, Yosuke Takano. "It’s the biggest event we’ve ever had."
Yes Yes Yes stuns favourites in the Everest

IT WAS SO REAL. I HAD A PLAN IN MY HEAD ABOUT WHAT I WANTED TO DO

Yes Yes Yes, ridden by jockey Glen Boss, wins the Everest 2019 horse race at the Royal Randwick race course in Sydney, Australia, yesterday. (AFP)

Murray takes on Wawrinka in Antwerp final

Brasilian tennis world number one Andy Murray mused his final goal now is to qualify for the ATP World Tour Finals later this year. Murray, who shares his 32nd birthday today, isAntwerp's Antwerpse Paleis indoor arena, Sunday, October 20, 2019.

Colin Morikawa after winning the first hole on the drain during the 3rd round of the CJ Cup at Nine Bridges golf club in Jeju Island, South Korea, Sunday, October 20, 2019. (AFP)
**SHARMA, RAHANE HELP INDIA HIT BACK AFTER EARLY WOBBLE**

Sharma played it cool to fifty then soon launched an attack with a barrage of sixes to reach his sixth Test hundred.

---

**HATHAR SERIES**

**Big Tour honours for Mohamed al-Suwaidi**

By Sports Reporter

Mohamed Sultan al-Suwaidi was in a happy mood after his Hathab Longines Tour yesterday, claiming the Big Tour victory in the first round of the 10-leg competition.

Big Tour winner Mohammed Sultan al-Suwaidi (left, 7-14m, 3m) was adjudged Man of the Match in the first round of the Hathab Longines Tour yesterday.

---

**RANCHI SCORECARD**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bowler</th>
<th>Ov</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>Ba</th>
<th>Ave</th>
<th>E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M. Agarwal</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. Sharma nout</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
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**Big Tour honours for Mohamed al-Suwaidi**

Big Tour winner Mohammed Sultan al-Suwaidi was in a happy mood after his Hathab Longines Tour victory in the first round of the 10-leg competition yesterday.

---

**CRICKET**

**Sharma, Rahane help India hit back after early wobble**

Sharma hit back after early wobble

Sharma, who tets centre stage in his debut game as an opening batsman at the start of the series, then steadied the innings along with Rahane, who joined in the 22nd over.

Sharma played it cool to fifty then soon launched an attack with a barrage of sixes to reach his sixth Test hundred.
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